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REPLY COMMENTS OF THE
COMPUTER & COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION (CCIA)
Pursuant to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)’s August 3, 2020 Public
Notice,1 the Computer & Communications Industry Association (CCIA)2 submits the following
reply comments. CCIA’s reply comments respond to selected arguments made in comments by
proponents of the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA)’s
petition for rulemaking: the suggestion that Section 230 was enacted just to protect startups, and
the claim that Section 230 treats different industries differently.
I.

Section 230 Was Not a Startup-Specific Protection
Proponents of regulation contend that Section 230 was focused upon protecting small

Internet services in their infancy, and that because the Internet now makes a substantial
contribution to the economy and at least some firms are now well-established household names,
this crucial statutory safeguard is no longer necessary.3 Despite the fact that an untold number of
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small startups continue to depend upon Section 230 protection today,4 this revisionist history
lacks foundation. Section 230 was not, as some proponents suggest, solely “intended to protect
struggling startups at the dawn of the internet.”5 The text of the statute makes clear that online
innovation was flourishing and Congress intended “to preserve the vibrant and competitive free
market that presently exists for the Internet and other interactive computer services”.6
Impairing Section 230 because some smaller firms have now grown runs the risk of
entrenching larger firms at the expense of startups. Increased regulatory burden would
disincentivize competition from new entrants. As Professor Eric Goldman has explained,
“without Section 230, the marketplace would ossify, and existing legal regulations would help
lock in the incumbents.”7 Furthermore, as CCIA’s initial comments stated, that is a role for
Congress and not the FCC. Congress enacts laws while the FCC, as any agency, is charged with
promulgating regulations to implement the statute.
II.

Section 230 Does Not Treat Different Industries Differently
Proponents of regulation also claim that Section 230 treats different industries differently,

or is a “special carve out” for Internet companies.8 Similarly, proponents perpetuate the
misconception that Section 230 is just for so-called “platforms,”9 when the word “platform” does
not appear anywhere in the statute.10 In reality, the statute treats firms who behave in the same
way in the same fashion; every service engaged in the same function receives similar protection.
Any entity functioning as an “interactive computer service” under § 230(f)(2) is eligible for
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Section 230 protection, and any entity can be considered an interactive computer service as long
as it meets the broadly inclusive definition in the statute. Accordingly, Section 230 protections
have applied to a host of entities that are not Internet “platforms,” including universities,
libraries, and news publishers, among others.11
Proponents also claim that online services “play by radically different liability rules than
traditional purveyors of third-party content, such as book publishers, newspapers, or radio or
television businesses.”12 As noted, however, courts have repeatedly found that newspapers’
websites are “interactive computer services” and receive the same Section 230 protections.13 A
variety of other types of businesses and individuals — including ISPs like Comcast14 — have
regularly relied upon Section 230 in litigation.15 Furthermore, content distributors from
bookstores, to telephone companies, to radio and television broadcasters, to cable TV companies,
all have extensive common law and First Amendment immunities from liability for materials
they carry.
III.

Conclusion
For the foregoing reasons in CCIA’s comments and reply comments, the FCC should

decline to issue regulations on Section 230.
Respectfully submitted,
Matt Schruers, President
Arthur Sidney, Vice President of Public Policy
Ali Sternburg, Senior Policy Counsel
Computer & Communications Industry Association (CCIA)
25 Massachusetts Avenue NW, Suite 300C
Washington, D.C. 20001
September 17, 2020
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